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\1. Forward 

It is commonly believed that the world agricultural depression of the early 1930s 

had a mutual cause and effect relationship with the Great Depression.1 British 

economist Arthur Salter wrote: “An industrial cycle, an agricultural crisis and an 

economic crisis occurred in the 1930s.”2 The theory upheld by one school of thought 

followed this explanation, blaming the Great Depression on a series of historical 

events. One of its main representatives was US President Hoover; he blamed the 

depression on a certain extent on speculation in the US while also pointing out other 

deeper reasons, namely the overproduction of wheat, rubber, coffee, sugar, silver, zinc 

and, to a certain degree, cotton.3 To a substantial degree, this narrative attributes the 

cause and effect relationship that formed the Depression and the connectedness 

between the agricultural, industrial and financial sectors and raises the level of 

importance of primary products in the economic cycle to a critical position. This gives 
                                                           
1 Charles P. Kindleberger , The world in depression, 1929-1939,（Berkeley: University of California Press, 

1986）, chapter 4. 
2 Sir Arthur Salter, Recovery: The Second Effort,（Geneva: League of Nations , 1932）, pp.32,37. 
3 U.S. Department of state, Foreign Relations of the United States. Vol. 1945, （Washington, D.C.: U. 

S. Government Print Office, 1930）, p. vi i. 
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rise to a question that is worth posing: Did the agricultural crisis alone cause the Wall 

Street Crash, reduction in industrial output and collapse of banks? Contemporary 

economic historian A.J.H Latham explained the causes of the depression with an 

emphasis on regional factors and also attached importance to the agriculture as a 

factor. He thought that overproduction of rice in Asia, in particular the successive 

years after 1928 that saw bumper rice harvests plus the fact that world wheat reserves 

were at their peak combined to leave food supply higher than demand, forcing prices 

in agricultural countries down reducing their purchasing power with regards to the 

finished products made by the industrialized countries, in the end causing the 

economic crisis.4 

The world economic depression developed unevenly in the 1930s. The countries 

affected by the agricultural crisis were affected at different times and to differing 

degrees. Before the agricultural depression struck in the 1930s, especially prior to 

1927, world wheat and rice production headed in opposite directions, with good 

harvests of rice making up for poor wheat harvests and vice versa. However, after the 

start of the agricultural depression the situation that saw between wheat and rice 

production move in opposite direction came to an end. In the early 1930s the two 

kinds of grain moved in the same way and the excess production of food grains was 

dumped on the world market, causing food prices to fall substantially. As the slide in 

the price of rice was closely connected to the fall in the price of wheat, the two 

between were mutually substitutable. Because of the large amount of wheat, rice and 

other agricultural products that imported and exported of the countries of Asia in the 

early 1930s,5 and increasing the trade between neighboring countries in Asia , the 

reliance of China-centered Asia on grains from Southeast Asia, South Asia and 

Oceania increased, with an especially high increase in imports of rice and wheat  

into China and Japan after good harvests from Australia, India and Southeast Asia. As 

a result of the low price dumping of grains and other agricultural primary products by 

other countries China-centered Asia occured an agricultural depression that was one 

of the characteristic of the economic depression in China-centered Asia developed.6 

In the early part of the agricultural depression the geographical distribution of 

British and Japanese shipping routes were different so they were affected to different 

degrees by the world agricultural crisis. In the early 1930s competition between 

                                                           
4 A.J.H. Latham, The Depression and the Developing world, 1914-1939, （Totowa, New Jersey: Barnes & 

Noble Books, 1981）, pp.184-185. 
5 Yu-Kuei Cheng, Foreign Trade and Industrial Development of China : An Historical and Integrated  Analysis 

through 1948,（Washington :The University Press of Washington D.C., 1956）,p.56. 
6 Yu-Ping. Lee.,“The Great Depression's Impact on  China's Economy （1930-1935）＂ , 

Bulletin of History of National Taiwan Normal University,p.338. 
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the British and Japanese shipping industries had rearranged the Asia-Pacific sea 

transport network, namely the shrinking of the mainly coastal Asian market of 

the British and the expansion of Japan’s share of the Japan-centered 

Asia-Pacific international shipping markets. With regards the Pacific-centered 

Asia-other continent shipping routes, on the Far East-America and -Oceania 

shipping routes, Japan had an advantageous position ,while the British were in a 

better position with regards to Europe-related Far East-Europe and Oceania 

routes. According to figures from the end of 1935,the Japanese had 50 ships 

allocated to the Far East- east coast of the US route with total tonnage of 

347000 tons, well ahead of the rest; the US was in second place with 12 ships 

and tonnage of 113599 tons; on the Far East-US West Coast route, Japan had 18 

ships and total tonnage of 173062 tons, followed by the US with 25 ships and 

tonnage of 219105 tons, and the British in third place with 17 ships totaling 

113146 tons. With regards to the Pacific vertical route, the Japanese had 20 

ships with tonnage of 122065 tons, more than any other country, with Great 

Britain in second with seven ships and total tonnage of 90213. As for the 

Europe-Oceania route, Great Britain had 34 ships and tonnage of 369073 tons, 

enjoying a monopoly. 7  What can be seen is the relative weakening of 

Asia-Pacific international shipping routes controlled by the British while there 

was strong recovery on Japan-centered Asia-Pacific international coastal 

shipping routes, mainly international routes in Asia-Pacific.  

This paper will explain how Japanese shipping companies , that mainly operated 

on rice and wheat transport routes in Asia-Pacific Area were able to greatly expand 

their power during the Great depression in the 1930s, allowing Japan to its new 

regional maritime imperialist character. In contrast, the shipping companies of the old 

top dog, Great Britain, mainly operated inter-continental and round the world routes 

and were main operator of world wheat routes with minor operator of rice; the world 

maritime imperialism they represented couldn’t find a place in Asia and gradually its 

shipping companies’ fortunes declined. During the Great Depression , with rice was 

mainly consumed in Asia, the demand for rice transport in Asia continued to support 

shipping load in Asia.8 Wheat was grown on different continents and by the 1930s 

was a global food crop easily affected by the global shipping market. This paper will, 

taking the shipping routes for wheat and rice as examples, observe the impact of 

changes in international shipping routes on competition between the Japanese and 

British shipping industries in the Asia-Pacific international sea area and go on to 

explore the role by agricultural primary products in causing the Great Depression, and 
                                                           
7 Yukitoshi Okazaki, Kaiun（Shipping）, Tokyo, 1938,p.12-13. 
8 Kevin Burley, British Shipping and Australia, 1920-1939 ,(Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1968), p.31. 
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also, moreover to observe the development of the world agricultural crisis and the 

Great Depression in China-centered Asia-Pacific Area. 

 In part 2 it will be explained how the move of the world economic center from 

the Atlantic to the Pacific and from the Pacific to India, Australia and Asia increased 

Japan’s importance in the shipping market. In Part 3 the close relationship between 

good or bad grain harvest in Europe, the quality of export and  import of grains by 

Europe and the prosperity and decline of the world shipping market will be explained. 

The aim is to examine the close relationship between the decline in the fortunes of 

British shipping in the early 1930s and the sluggish state of world wheat shipping 

routes. Parts 4 will discuss the connection between the rise of the Indian, Australian 

and Asia-Pacific shipping markets and the change in direction of world wheat 

shipping routes. It thrived Japanese shipping lines .in Asia-Pacific international 

shipping Market. Part 5 will discuss the prosperous rice lines stimulated the Japanese 

shipping demand of abnormal importation of foreign ships with either the real owner 

or the financial support of Japanese companies advanced the position of Japanese 

shipping position in Asia-Pacific International shipping market. Part 6 will above all 

analyzed the connection and meaning of the world agricultural crisis in the early 

1930s and it’s impact toward the maritime competition between Japan and Britain in 

the Asia-Pacific international sea area.   

2. The changes in the economic center and the world shipping market  

In the 1930s the center of world production and trade moved from Europe to the 

US and Asia and from the Atlantic to the Pacific.9 Prior to WWI the center of the 

world shipping market was London followed by three cities of equal importance, 

Kobe, Hamburg and New York .10The center of the world shipping market moved to 

New York from London in the 1930s, with London taking second place and Kobe in 

third as a result of its increased importance in the Asian shipping market.11 Before 

WWI Atlantic trade is estimated to have been worth 140 billion marks, with Pacific 

trade worth around 14 billion, less than 10% of the value of Atlantic trade. In 1935 the 

two trade volumes had changed markedly. The volume of liner cargo vessels was 

around 7.855 million tons, down to 36% of total world cargo capacity (total number 

of holds), while the load capacity of Pacific liner cargo vessels was around 2.788 

                                                           
9 “Taiheiyouboueki no jūyousei＂，minamishikuni to nanyoujouhou, 3（4）,1933, p.125. 
10 Yukitoshi Okazaki, Kaiun（Shipping）, Tokyo, 1938,p. 122. 
11 Onishi, Ituki. Honkon Yo Kainantou（Hong Kong and Hainan Island）,Tokyo, Asahi Shinbun, 1939.p.52； H. 

G. W. Woodhead, ed., The China Year Book , （Nendeln/Liechtenstein: Kraus Thomson Limited, 1969）, 
p.545. 
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million tons, up to 13% of the world total.12 The Pacific Rim countries were 

becoming increasingly reliant on trade in the Pacific economic sphere, while the 

proportion of trade done with the countries of Europe showed a downwards trend.13 

The trade of one of the biggest trade countries in the Pacific economic sphere, China, 

also showed similar trends. In 1931 exports from Pacific countries to China accounted 

for 70% of its foreign trade14 and the center of China’s shipping market had moved to 

the Pacific Rim.15 

In the time that London was the center of the world shipping market the world’s 

most important international trade routes were the North Atlantic route (between 

Europe and North America,) the South Atlantic route (between Europe and South 

America), the Eurasia route (between Europe and the Far East) and the 

Europe-Oceania route. After the direction of world materials flow changed during 

WWI the round-Pacific Pacific horizontal route (Far East-North America), the Pacific 

vertical route (Far East-Oceania) and the Eurasia route gradually became more 

important.16 In terms of routes between Pacific-centered Asia and other continents, 

Japanese cargo ships had superiority on Far East-Americas/ Oceania routes, while 

British ships ruled the roost on Europe-related Far Eastern and Oceania routes.17 This 

situation was also reflected in changes in China-centered routes, including routes that 

started and ended in China and on which ships stopped at a port in China.18 

Asia-Pacific navigation rights were not monopolized by Japanese shipping companies 

but they were the main player on Asia-Pacific-centered Far East-North American 

routes, the international situation showing that the Japanese dominated shipping in the 

Asia-Pacific, including China.19 

After 1934 the cargo volume carried by ships in the Pacific fell along with the 

worsening of the economic situation. The number of ships shifting to Australia and 
                                                           
12 Mitsubishi Keizai Kenkyuujo, Taiheiyou ni okeru Kokusai Keizai Kankei （International Economy about the 

Pacific Ocean）,Tokyo, 1937, pp. 12、21. 
13 Taiheiyouboueki no jūyousei＂，minamishikuni to nanyoujouhou, 3（4）,1933, p.125；167-169. 
14 Taiheiyouboueki no jūyousei＂，minamishikuni to nanyoujouhou, 3（4）,1933, p.125. 
15 Yu-Ping. Lee.,“Two kinds of Imperialism and the Asian International Order : Maritime Competition 

between Britain and Japan in the Asian International Sea Area in the Early 1930’s＂ in Nakamura 
Satoru ed., The Origin and Development of Modern Economy in East Asia.（Tokyo：Nippo-Hyoron-sha, 
2005）,p.206-207. 

16 Nippon Yūsen Kaisha. Kaiun Kyuu Keizaichousa（The Report on Shipping and Economics） , Kobe, The 
Latter half year of 1933, p.428；Yukitoshi Okazaki, Kaiun （ Shipping ） , p.130-131；Mitubishi 
Keizaikenkyuujo. Taiheiyou Niokeru Kokusai Keizaikankei（International economy about the Pacific 
Ocean）, Tokyo, 1937,p.12. 

17 Yukitoshi Okazaki, Kaiun（Shipping）, Tokyo, 1938,p. 10-143. 
18 Toua Kaiun Kabushikikaisha, Shina No Kaiun（Chinese sea transportation）, Tokyo 1943,p.220-221. 
19 Toua Kaiun Kabushikikaisha, Shina No Kaiun（Chinese sea transportation）, Tokyo 1943,p.36；Yu-Ping. 

Lee.,“Two kinds of Imperialism and the Asian International Order : Maritime Competition between 
Britain and Japan in the Asian International Sea Area in the Early 1930’s＂, p.207-208. 
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India set a record and led to Japanese ships accounting for a high proportion of ships 

in the Pacific region. Before 1930 when London was the world shipping center, the 

main regional markets were South America, North America, India, Australia, 

Mediterranean, Black Sea, Baltic and North Sea markets. These markets were the 

main producers and dispatchers of the cargo carried by international shipping.20 

Cargo volume figures from 1913, 1920 and 1925, for British vessels or foreign 

vessels setting out from Great Britain, central and eastern Mediterranean were very 

important in trade. However, for ships carrying cargo to Great Britain, the importance 

of Western Europe, Northern Europe and the North Atlantic declined between 1910 

and 1920, so the Black Sea, Baltic and North Sea markets saw their economic position 

decline even though they were areas that were important for trade.21 In 1930s, when 

New York had become the world shipping center and the position amongst ocean 

routes of European and North American Atlantic ocean area, the number of ships 

sailing in these waters fell from 104 totaling 940,000 tons in 1933 to 84 totaling 

441,000 tons,22 showing the decline in commercial activity in the Black Sea, Baltic 

and North Sea markets; in contrast, the India, Australia and North Pacific markets 

increased in importance and, in 1933, 182 vessels, totaling around 1.6 million tons, 

were serving these markets, the number of ocean holds accounting for 47% of the 

world’s, a record.23 Second, at the same the phenomenon of a high proportion of 

Japanese vessels serving the Asia, Indian and Australian markets also occurred. As well as, 

as explained earlier in this paper, Pacific routes reflected the situation in the Asia 

market, a market that was adjacent to the north Pacific, and the Indian, and Australia 

markets also saw the phenomenon of Japanese ships accounting for a high proportion 

of vessels. Taking the Japan-India liner route as an example, in 1929 there were 27 

Japanese vessels totaling over 149,000 tons and 20 British vessels totaling over 

130,000 operating on these routes, not much difference between the two. However, by 

1936 the number of Japanese ships had increased to 48 totaling over 295,000 tons and 

accounting for 73.6% of ships sailing these routes overall. There were 17 British 

ships, totaling 105,000 tons and accounting for 26.4% of the total.24 Now taking 

Japan-Australia liner routes as another example[le, in 1926 the Japanese had nine 

vessels totaling around 55,000 tons sailing on these, 77% of all vessels sailing this 

route, while the British has three vessels totaling over 16,000 tons and accounting for 
                                                           
20 Yukitoshi Okazaki, Kaiun（Shipping）,p.118. 
21 Henry W. Macrosty, “Statistics of British Shipping,” Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, 3：89 (1926), 

pp.477；520-521. 
22 Mitubishi Keizaikenkyuujo. Nihon No Sanngyou To Boueki No Haxtutenn（The development of  Japanese  

industry and trade）,（Tokyo：Mitubishi Keizaikenkyuujo,1935）,p.516. 
23 Mitubishi Keizaikenkyuujo. Nihon No Sanngyou To Boueki No Haxtutenn（The development of  Japanese  

industry and trade）,p.516. 
24 Yukitoshi Okazaki, Kaiun（Shipping）,p.40-41；Mitsubishi Keizai Kenkyuujo, Taiheiyou ni okeru Kokusai 

Keizai Kankei,p.20. 
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23% of the ships working this route.25 By 1936 the Japanese had 20 vessels totaling 

over 116,000 tons on this route, accounting for 83.3% of the total while the British 

still had three vessels, totaling over 21,000 tons but down to 16.7% as a proportion of 

ships working this route.26 The shipping power the Japanese had shown in the Asia 

market, India and Australia market illustrated that Japan was gradually overtaking 

once-dominant Great Britain in the world shipping market and the frequent shipping 

activities helped being born about a business boom in the Asia-Pacific Rim coastal sea 

area.27 

3. Sea transport of grains and the world shipping market 

As the center of the world shipping market gradually moved from the Atlantic to 

the Pacific and from the Pacific to India and Australia, another change was taking 

place that changed the freight tonnage carried in the world shipping market. As 

compared to the world trade volume, the oversupply of the vessels occurred in the 

first half of the 1930s.The volume of goods transported by sea declined markedly  

due to the sluggish trade situation.28 As the trade volume declined the total tonnage of 

ships in the world continued to increase and the cargo carrying capacity of merchant 

ships increased markedly.29 According to the 1930 report of the Chamber of Shipping 

of the United Kingdom, the volume of  cargo moved by sea in that year was 10-15% 

higher than in 1914.The tonnage of foreign-going ships increased by 37% in 1930 

compared to 1914 while the load carried by foreign-going ships decreased by 20%. 

The huge gap between the actual load carried and the total tonnage of ships crated the 

phenomenon of ship oversupply.30  1931-1934 year the situation of supply and 

demand continued to affect the world shipping industry in roughly the same way. 

From another angle, while in 1929 there was a balance between ship load capacity 

and cargo transport demand, from then to 1934 there was a gap between ship load 

capacity and cargo transport demand. The index in 1929 was 100 and 1934’s trade 
                                                           
25 Nippon Yūsen Kaisha. Kaiun Kyuu Keizaichousa（The Report on Shipping and Economics）, Kobe, The 

Latter half year of 1933（1934a）,p.434-435. 
26 Yukitoshi Okazaki, Kaiun（Shipping）,p.40-41.Nippon Yūsen Kaisha. Kaiun Kyuu Keizaichousa（The 

Report on Shipping and Economics）, Kobe, The Latter half year of 1933（1934a）,p.434-435；Sawa, Senpei, 
Shinakouun Ni Okeru Nitieisen （ Japanese and British ship in China's sea area ） , University of  
Kyoto ,1942,p.13. 

27 Yu-Ping. Lee.,“Two kinds of Imperialism and the Asian International Order : Maritime Competition 
between Britain and Japan in the Asian International Sea Area in the Early 1930’s＂in Nakamura Satoru 
ed., The Origin and Development of Modern Economy in East Asia., p.208-209. 

28 Nippon Yūsen Kaisha. Kaiun Kyuu Keizaichousa（The Report on Shipping and Economics）, Kobe, The first 
half year of 1932（1932a）,p.5-6。Shipping World ,January 6 , 1932. 

29 Nippon Yūsen Kaisha. Kaiun Kyuu Keizaichousa（The Report on Shipping and Economics）, Kobe, The first 
half year of 1930（1930a）,p.6. 

30 Nippon Yūsen Kaisha. Kaiun Kyuu Keizaichousa（The Report on Shipping and Economics）, Kobe, The latter 
half year of 1931（1931b）,p.6；Nippon Yūsen Kaisha. Kaiun Kyuu Keizaichousa（The Report on Shipping 
and Economics） , Kobe, The first half year of 1935（1935a）,p.99. 
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volume 79.8, showing a 20% fall.31 The world shipping market for many years after 

1929 was formed in the same condition of depression. It would be better to say it was 

caused by reduction in the volume of trade than by an oversupply of ships.32 The 

depression in world shipping reflected the decline in world trade and this was in turn 

mirrored in oversupply of vessels.33 

 From the angle of world trade , big reduction in grain movement that followed 

were the main reasons for the decrease in sea transport and oversupply of ships. 

Grains transported from Australia, South America, the Black Sea and along the 

Danube to Great Britain and various European countries were the main commodities 

transported by tramp steamers ;the North America to Great Britain and European 

countries route, South America to Great Britain and European countries route and 

Australia to Great Britain and European countries route were called the world’s three 

main grains transportation routes and helped occupy the holds of tramp vessels.34 The 

movement of grains that was an important source of business for tramp ships. 

1930-1931 Europe had a poor harvest while Australia and South America had a good 

harvest so it was necessary for ships to carry wheat to Europe from South and North 

America which led to a sharp increase in the movement of grains after autumn 1930 

and a gradual improvement in the state of the shipping market; this situation didn’t 

last long, however.35 In 1933 and 1934 Europe had a good harvest so there was less 

demand for wheat from Australia and south and North America, causing the 

movement of grains by sea to fall dramatically and the shipping market to slow.36 

Also, high prices in the first half of 1935 reduced exports of grains even more, left the 

tramp shipping market in a poor state,37 a situation that continued in the second half 

                                                           
31 Nippon Yūsen Kaisha. Kaiun Kyuu Keizaichousa（The Report on Shipping and Economics）, Kobe, The first 

half year of 1935（1935a）,p.99. 
32 Nippon Yūsen Kaisha. Kaiun Kyuu Keizaichousa（The Report on Shipping and Economics）, Kobe, The first 

half year of 1935（1935a）,p.99. 
33 Nippon Yūsen Kaisha. Kaiun Kyuu Keizaichousa（The Report on Shipping and Economics）, Kobe, The first 

half year of 1935（1935a）,p.99；Nippon Yūsen Kaisha. Kaiun Kyuu Keizaichousa（The Report on Shipping 
and Economics） , Kobe, The first half year of 1934（1934a）,p.62；Nippon Yūsen Kaisha. Kaiun Kyuu 
Keizaichousa（The Report on Shipping and Economics） , Kobe, The first half year of 1935（1935a）,p.3-5. 

 
 
34 Nippon Yūsen Kaisha. Kaiun Kyuu Keizaichousa（The Report on Shipping and Economics）, Kobe, The first 

half year of 1935（1935a）,p.118. 
35 Nippon Yūsen Kaisha. Kaiun Kyuu Keizaichousa（The Report on Shipping and Economics）, Kobe, The first 

half year of 1931（1931a）,p.6. 
36 Nippon Yūsen Kaisha. Kaiun Kyuu Keizaichousa（The Report on Shipping and Economics）, Kobe, The latter 

half year of 1934（1934b）,p.102-103. 
37 Nippon Yūsen Kaisha. Kaiun Kyuu Keizaichousa（The Report on Shipping and Economics）, Kobe, The first 

half year of 1935（1935a）,p.118. 
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of 1935.38 

Many shipping magazines pointed out the connection between the state of the 

world shipping market and the movement of grains to Europe from around the world. 

Great Britain’s Syren shipping magazine published comments by Philip Haldin 

chairman of the Chamber of Shipping of the United Kingdom who was also chairman 

of the British and Commonwealth Shipping Co. :” In 1929, exports of grains to 

Europe were smooth and sea freight charges did not exceed costs. In 1933 Europe had 

a good harvest and the shipping market was depressed. Comparing the output of 

grains in 1929 and 1933 among the major import grain countries of German, Britain, 

Italy, France, in 1933 France’s output was well down than 1929 while Germany, Great 

Britain and Italy had good harvests and output increased by a combined total of 4 

million tons in 1933. The increase in grains output led to a fall in demand for tramp 

steamers, causing a depression in the shipping market.”39 There is in 1930 the close 

connection between the size of the grains harvest in Europe   , the amount of grains 

exported from and imported into Europe and the state of the world shipping market.40 

The British shipping market in the early 1930s was greatly affected by the sluggish 

world shipping market. 

4. The transport of grains to Europe and the Asia-Pacific wheat route 

Part 4 will discuss the better grains harvest in Europe, made the less grains 

movement to Europe , and the more prosperous the wheat shipping lines of 

Asia, Australia and India. This is the situation what Japanese shipping 

companies will get advantage of. In the early 1930s a lathe mount of Australian 

wheat was dumped in the world market, giving rise to China’s and Japan’s 

demand for holds to transport his wheat, 41  a situation that led to the 

reorganization of international wheat routes.42 In the early 1930s the main 

world wheat shipping routes such as South America to Europe, North America 

to Europe and Australia to Europe were all depressed43 and the ocean market 

                                                           
38 Nippon Yūsen Kaisha. Kaiun Kyuu Keizaichousa（The Report on Shipping and Economics）, Kobe, The latter 

half year of 1935（1935b）,p.79-80. 
39 Syren , April 18, 1934. 
40 Nippon Yūsen Kaisha. Kaiun Kyuu Keizaichousa（The Report on Shipping and Economics）, Kobe, The latter 

half year of 1930（1930a）,p.6-7. 
41 “Kaiunkai Ni Kicchou＂（Marine transportation’s good omen）, in：Oosaka Mainitishinbun, 2 October, 

1930.Retrieval to Newspaper Article of Kobe University Library. Marine Transportation (27-179). 
42 “Kaiunkai Ni Kicchou＂（Marine transportation’s good omen）, in：Oosaka Mainitishinbun, 2 October, 

1930. 
43 “Rondonshijou No Senka Niwarimannkou：Kaiunseirisenpaku Wa Kokunai De Kaisen＂（The Shipping 

Rate in London in 205 Higher）, in：Kobe Shinbun March 23, 1933b. Retrieval to Newspaper Article of 
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situation was worsening.44 Also, after the British abandoned the gold standard 

in 1931 the value of the pound plummeted. Australian wheat exports had 

exchange rate advantage and its price was cheap overseas. As the fee for 

shipping Australian wheat to Great Britain was 10 schillings/ton more than 

shipping it to China, the price of Australian wheat in the Atlantic market was 

high and demand was minimal while the shipping fee Argentinean and Canadian 

wheat was very low. In the face of competition from Canadian and Argentinean 

wheat Australian wheat could only make a small profit in the Atlantic market. 

As a result, Australian wheat exporters had to turn to Asia and between 1931 

and 1933 the market for Australian wheat exports was expanded to other Asian 

countries other than India,45 exports to China and Japan rising sharply. 

The Australian wheat route grew rapidly, leading to a boom in the Asian shipping 

market and at the same time affecting the direction and volume of one of the main 

international trade routes in the world一the China-Europe soybean shipping route. 

Previously, merchant vessels would carry Black Sea wheat back to Asia after taking 

soya beans from northeast China to Europe;46 after large quantities of Australian 

wheat began to be shipped to Asia the Australian wheat route and the soybean route, 

gradually merged, a situation that only arose in the 1930s. The shipping fee of 30 

schilling/ton for soybean meal for shipping from Dalian-Europe was a rare high after 

1929 and shipping companies in Europe were keen to grab a share of the business, 

sending ships to the East and making the number of ships allocated to the 

Dalian-Europe route increase continually. 47  The shipping fees on the 

Australia-Shanghai route were low but shipping companies were still willing to sail 

this route because, on the way back, the ships could carry soybeans from Dalian to 

Europe.48 Also, after Japanese goods were boycotted after the Shanghai Incident in 

                                                                                                                                                                      
Kobe University Library, Marine Transportation(29-146). 

44 Nippon Yūsen Kaisha. Kaiun Kyuu Keizaichousa（The Report on Shipping and Economics）, Kobe, The first 
half year of 1934（1934a）,p.66. 

45 “Taiheiyou do umei Kaisanka＂（Did the conference of Pacific Ocean disband？）, in：Kobe Shinbun, 31 
October 1930. Retrieval to Newspaper Article of Kobe University Library, Marine 
Transportation(27-198). 

46 Nippon Yūsen Kaisha. Kaiun Kyuu Keizaichousa（The Report on Shipping and Economics）, Kobe, The first 
half year of 1934（1934a）,p.61. 

47 “Kasenpaku De Eikoku Touyou Shinshutu＂〈Too many Britisb boats is in the Orient〉, in：Kobe 
Shinbun, 25 January 1933a. Retrieval to Newspaper Article of Kobe University Library, Marine 
Transportation(29-126). 

48 “Kasenpaku De Eikoku Touyou Shinshutu＂〈Too many Britisb boats is in the Orient〉, in：Kobe 
Shinbun, 25 January 1933a.；Okazaki, Yukitoshi, Kaiun（Shipping）,p.143. 
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1932, Japanese shipping companies were forced to send their ships to Europe. As the 

decrease in cargo volume was continuing in Asia, the number of Japanese ships that 

originally sailed the Japan-Shanghai, Qingdao and Tianjin lines fell by 60-70%, or 

were barred from these eines.49 This situation continued after a ceasefire was signed 

in 1933 and during this period more ships were sent by European merchants to carry 

goods from Manchuria or elsewhere in Asia back to Europe. 50  This situation 

represented the end of the monopoly that Japan had enjoyed on these lines.51 It is 

estimated that, in 1933, for every 1.5 million tons of soybean transported to Europe. 

80% was carried by non-Japanese ship, with Japanese ships carrying a meager 20%.52 

In 1933, Osaka Merchant Ship Co. Nippon Yusen Kaisha and other shipping 

companies allocated large merchant ships to the Manchuria-Europe soybean route and 

offered low shipping costs to win back dominance on this route and Japanese shipping 

companies won most of the contracts to carry  Australian wheat and Manchurian 

soybeans. 53  European merchant ships operated on Asian routes, Japanese on 

European routes; while European merchant ships were able to a profit in the East, 

Japanese merchant ships saw their China business fall dramatically; this is an 

interesting phenomenon that arose in the Shanghai-centered world shipping network 

shortly after 1932.54 
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In early 1935 ocean shipping routes were depressed, there was a sharp fall in 

demand for holds in the Pacific while the number of ships sailing to India and 

Australia increased. Japanese ships would carry coal on the outward journey, passing 

through Singapore to Manila, then sail to Australia to take wheat to India, Shanghai or 

Japan or sail to India to carry rice to Shanghai or Japan. During the early 1930s Many 

of the rice carrying routes between Japan and Southeast Asia that had dried up 

because of the boycott on Japanese goods.55 It began to see an increasing number of 

Japanese ships operating after 1933 when anti-Japanese sentiment eased leading to an 

improvement in the between Japan- Southeast Asia shipping market.56  On the 

outward leg of the journey Japanese ships would take cement and coal to Singapore 

and Manila and then, on the way back, carry sugar from Java, and rice from Rangoon 

(Burma was still a part of India until it gained independence in 1947), Saigon and 

Bangkok to Hong Kong, Singapore and China or carry wheat from Australia to India, 

Shanghai and Japan.  This route combined the trading roués of two important 

commodities, wheat and rice and the shipping fee was very cheap at10 yen, business 

was good, giving the Japanese an advantage over British ships and merchant ships 

from other countries.57 The number of Japanese ships moving from the Atlantic to the 

Pacific continued to increase and the number of ships moving from the Pacific to 

Australia and India also set a record. Also, while before few ships had been allocated 

to India and Australia, the rare situation arose in which many ships were in port 

waiting for cargo in these countries, giving the chance to the Japanese shipping 

network of grapping the advantage to rise . 

5. The export of grains to Europe and Asia-Pacific rice routes 

The previous section discussed how the number of British and Japanese ships 

moving from the Atlantic to the Pacific continued to increase and the number of holds 

moving from the Pacific to Australia and India setting a new record.58 The reason for 
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this was that the number of routes, other than wheat routes, carrying rice from 

Australia to India, China and Japan, increased.  This caused the British and Japanese 

to distribute their cargo ships in a different way. In this section the changes in Asian 

rice routes to show how the situation and distribution of the British and the Japanese 

in the China centered Asia-Pacific market caused the position of Japanese shipping to 

rise rapidly. 

The great fall of world grains export to Europe due to the good harvest of the 

Europe continent and Britain diminish the import of world wheat to Europe. On the 

other side, during the year of 1931 to 1932 the harvest of the Europe continent and 

Britain also affected the export of the Asia rice to the West. The grain trade between  

Saigon, Rangoon and Bombay were in the mean condition almost with the same 

situation as wheat. For all these reasons the shipping network was getting worse and 

shipping fees getting down.  

One phenomenon that occurred with regard to Asia-Pacific rice routes was that a 

large number of foreign ships moved to the Far East. Before 1933 Western ships were 

keen to sail to the Far East because on the return journey they could carry soybeans, 

rice, coal and sugar and other important commodities that the ships were willing to 

carry; also the amount of goods shipped from the West to the Far East was increasing. 

The Japanese armaments industry was thirsty for materials and there was a large 

increase in the amount of scrap metal shipping from the US east coast and the Gulf of 

Mexico, pig iron from the Black Sea and Australian salt shipped through the South 

China Sea, phosphate from the red Sea, wheat from Australia to Shanghai and Dalian, 

timber from the West Coast of North America to Japan and timber and wheat to China 

were all carried by Western ships. However, large amounts of rice were carried from 

Rangoon and Saigon and this was also carried to the Far East by foreign ships and 

business boomed like never before.59 

This provided a certain level of support to British shipping in the Far East 

shipping market at a time when Japanese shipping was subject to a boycott in China.60 

In 1934, on these routes, shipping companies or cargo owners mainly leased foreign 

vessels and did not use Japanese ones and the Japanese were left to carry cargo 

between Japan and French Indochina; the result was that, although in 1934 Japanese 

shipping companies had more vessels allocated to ocean shipping than in 1933, apart 

from the Atlantic and South Atlantic to Japan routes on which shipping fees continued 
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to increase, attracting more Japanese ships, the number of Japanese ships on other 

routes showed a marked decrease.61 British shipping did not just carry goods traded 

between the British and Indo-China, it also carried goods between Indo-China and the 

Far East and between France and its Far Eastern colonies. The proportion of total rice 

exports from French Indo-China carried by British ships increased from 7.6% to 

33.3% in the early 1930s. In the same period the exports from French Indo-China to 

Hong Kong carried by British increased by 30% and exports carried to China by 

300%.62 

 Another phenomenon that occurred with regard to Asia-Pacific rice routes was 

that due to the insufficient holds in the Japanese shipping market so the demand for 

foreign vessels increased. In the early 1930s the abnormal import of foreign ships and 

leasing of foreign ships by the Japanese increased..63 In the early 1930s anti-Japanese 

sentiment in China was high for several years and there were also large number of 

foreign ships available in the Far East so Japanese shipping companies mainly leased 

foreign ships, causing abnormal import of foreign ships.64 A survey of mid-January 

1935 showed that Japan had leased 59 ships totaling 488,000 tons prior to that year.65 

The abnormal import of foreign ships with either the owners or financial support 

of Japanese companies transporting mass amount of raw materials and grains, 

extended the Japanese shipping activities from Northeast and Asia Area to Southeast 

Area and therefore witnessed the growth of Japanese shipping. After the end of 1934 

the foreign exchange rate of Yen was low, shipping fees cheap; large Japanese ships 

congregated in the Far East coastal area and the numbers gradually increased; in the 

middle of June of 1934 the tonnage of Japanese ships in the coastal area one had 

reached 1.49 million tons.66 Japanese ships were very active in coastal area two. In 

1934 the Japanese had 500,000-6,00,000 ton of ships allocated to coastal area one on 

average through the year, while the figure for 1927 to 1932 was around 300,000 tons, 

showing how active Japanese ships were in the area.67 The Japanese were also 

actively involved in the transport of rice from India and French Indo-China to 
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China.68 The Japanese benefited from the Indian, Australia and Far East markets and 

so mad a contribution to absorbing world tramp steamer capacity.69 

6. Conclusion 

1. In the early 1930s when the world agricultural crisis occurred, the center of 

the world shipping market gradually moved from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from 

the Pacific to India and Australia, a situation happened that led to the 

reorganization of international wheat routes.70 As the good grains harvest in 

Europe, the main world wheat shipping routes such as South America to Europe, 

North America to Europe and Australia to Europe were all depressed. 71 

Australian exporters had made a big turn to Asia and between 1931 and 1933 

the market for Australian wheat exports was expanded to other Asian countries 

other than India,72 exports to China and Japan rising sharply. Also combined 

these situation was the decreasing export of the Asia rice to Europe but 

overflew the extra residual into China’s and Japan and Asian market. When the 

early 1930s the two kinds of grains-wheat and rice- moved in the same way and the 

excess production of food grains was dumped on the world market, it’s the lathe 

amount of Australian wheat the main grain which was dumped in the China’s 

and Japan and Asian market and with the large amount of wheat, rice and other 

agricultural products that entered the countries of China  , Japan and  Asian 

market in the early 1930s agricultural crisis in Asia developed. 

2. Before the 1930s Far Easter coastal trade, in particular China, India and 

British Malaya’s coastal trade and Asian transshipment port trade, not only had the 

function of transshipping cargo carried on shipping routes, they were also ocean trade 

nurturing routes. Based on these ocean trade nurturing routes British ships established 

multilateral and round the world  routes than their competitors, so in some respects 
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had an advantage over Japanese ships with respect to trade in Asia73 and this had the 

result of making China centered Asia related imports heavily reliant on British ships. 

74 Taking rice as an example, the rice carried from Siam and French Indo China to the 

Dutch East Indies was carried by British ships mostly before the 1930s. British 

companies also leased ships to carry world wheat to Shanghai.75 So before the 1930s 

there was a connection between the shipment of raw materials from the world and 

Asia-Pacific to China 76 and the operation of British ships on the routes on which 

world and Asia-Pacific primary products were exported to China.77 

3. After 1934 the cargo volume carried by ships in the Pacific fell along with the 

worsening of the economic situation. The number of ships shifting to Australia and 

India set a record and led to Japanese ships accounting for a high proportion of ships 

in the Pacific region. On the other hand, there is in early 1930s the close connection 

between the size of the grains harvest in Europe   , the amount of grains exported 

from and imported into Europe and the state of the world shipping market.78 The 

British shipping market in the early 1930s was greatly affected by the sluggish world 

shipping market. 

4. The Great Depression of the 1930s led to a reduction in the previously 

frequent international triangular routes or multilateral routes and more and 

more importance was attached to fixed routes between two points.79 Because of 

the high proportion of international trade that was intra-regional or between two 

countries, scheduled and fixed point main trade routes were give a high level of 

importance which was of substantial help to routes on which ships stopped at 

China and sailed to Japan. With this autarky and control economic environment, 

it’s beneficial to the flow of Australia wheat, Saigon  ,and India rice( Rangoon 

rice), almost all the Asia-Pacific grains, among the Asian Countries. In the 
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1930s Asian coastal economy boomed; the rapid improvement of the fortunes of 

the Japanese shipping companies was closely connected to this situation. The 

British fared differently, the change in trade type leading to the decline of the 

multilateral and round the world routes of British shipping that was 

characterized by its conducting free trade on the seven seas. The change in trade 

relations and trade type naturally had a certain impact on British shipping that 

conducted free but provided an opportunity for Japanese shipping to further 

develop in Asia as well as consolidating Japan’s position as a regional imperial 

power. 


